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ABSTRACT 

 Better utilization of petroleum fuels is the aim of this new design idea which 

can lead to development of higher efficiency prime mover for various types of 

applications say from an automobile to an air craft.  

 Vane motors and rotary vane air compressors are known products among 

mechanical engineers. Connecting mechanically a vane compressor with a vane 

motor by a coupling and by adding a combustion chamber in between a new 

type of engine can be created. The low specific speed lower pressure ratio vane 

compressors and vane motors can be converted into higher specific speed higher 

pressure ratio machines by doing certain design modifications and they can be 

used for making these engines.   

1.1 Introduction of the Basic Idea 

 A redesigned rotary vane air compressor may be coupled with a redesigned 

rotary vane motor with the compressed air from the rotary vane compressor sent 

into a combustion chamber mixed with injected liquid or gaseous fuel and the 

products of combustion the high pressure gas sent through the vane motor and 

then sent out through a nozzle to produce the necessary thrust to an Air craft or 

to an Automobile is the basic idea.  
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 The above vane motor out put shaft can be connected to an electric 

alternator of a stationary power producing equipment to produce electricity. 

 Vane compressors and vane motors are positive displacement type and they 

are being produced by some manufacturers in the world (one of them is Ingersoll 

Rand another one is Blackmer) and they are proven machines but cannot as such 

be used for the above purpose. It is an original idea now to have these machines 

in combination used for the above purpose with certain design modifications 

incorporated in their basic design and construction.  

1.2 Need and Scope for the Idea 

 Need of the hour: In the conventional engines which are at present used in 

the air crafts are having higher losses in the form of rotary compressors 

compressing air are suffering by the high rotational speed of the rotor to over 

come ‘slip’ and ‘back flow of air’ and there by consuming sizeable portion of 

power which is being produced by these engines as a whole.  

 Similarly conventional reciprocating engines that are used in the 

automobiles are having much lower power to weight ratio which is a serious 

negative aspect.  

 Hence there is a very big need for a very wide variety of applications a 

higher efficiency engine.  

 The scope is: Except for their power to weight ratio, reciprocating engines 

are more efficient than the axial flow rotodynamic turbofan engines and the 

proposed rotary vane compressor based engine with the specific changes in the 

design of conventional vane compressor can be made more efficient than the 

reciprocating engines and also by having higher power to weight ratio than the 

reciprocating engines we can develop these engines for all possible applications. 
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2. MORE FUNDAMENTAL TECHNICAL POINTS   

1. Rotary vane compressors are positive displacement type. Also rotary 

vane compressors with few stages are capable of developing 

pressures up to 200 psi as on date. This is more than 12 bar.   

2. With special arrangements the pressure ratio can be further increased 

and these compressors being a positive displacement type are proven 

to be more efficient than rotodynamic compressors.  

3. The main aim of the following design idea is to get the advantage of 

rotary compressors effectively combined to produce more 

effective vane compressor based engine with higher overall 

efficiency.  

4. Many existing internal combustion engines require compressed air at 

10 to 12 bar. This pressure is well within the capability range of 

conventional Vane compressors. 

5. Vane compressors being rotary compressors are capable of delivering 

higher quantity of compressed air than a similarly sized 

reciprocating compressor.  

6. As we look at the proposed engine we have to attach a combustion 

chamber and the compressed air from the ‘redesigned’ vane 

compressor is to be sent into that and the products of combustion the 

high pressure gas can be sent through a vane motor. This vane motor 

can be coupled to drive the compressor continuously.  

7. In the case of an Air craft engine now we have an axial flow rotary 

compressor and this compressor is not a positive displacement type. 

They are designed to rotate at very high speed to avoid slip and back 

flow of air which results in good amount of power loss in the 

compressor part 
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8. The phenomenon of slip and back flow are not there with the rotary 

vane compressors.  

9. When we compare the power to weight ratio of a reciprocating 

engine with that of a rotary vane compressor based engine this vane 

compressor based engine can have lower overall weight for a given 

power to be developed. This is because in the case of a vane 

compressor based engine we do not have the components like the 

piston, piston pin, connecting rod, flywheel and a crank shaft with 

balancing masses.  

10. Again when we take the case of Air- craft engines it is the power to 

weight ratio which is aimed. The proposed vane compressor based 

engine can give equal power to weight ratio of the conventional air 

craft engines.  

11. We can provide additional holes at the sides to increase the Air 

intake passage which can help to increase the volumetric efficiency 

of 

existing rotary vane compressors. 

12. We can go in for better materials so that the overall weight of the 

 vane compressors can be reduced and hence a vane compressor 

based engine can be used for air craft applications.  

13. We can provide additional cooling for the vane motor which is going 

to be always exposed to hot gases from the combustion chamber as 

it is in the proposed idea, by providing a cooling jacket and either by 

incoming air or by circulating water as the case may be this motor 

can be developed.  

14. Another way to increase the volumetric efficiency can be that we can 

go for what is known as super charging. That is by using a blower we 
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can supply the inlet air at a higher pressure with the required quantity 

of air being forced into the suction chamber of the proposed vane 

compressor.  

15. The conventional rotodynamic turbofan compressors are wasting 

good amount of energy in the pushing and sliding action of the 

blades on the incoming air at a very high speed to prevent the back 

flow of air at that pressure ratios.   

16. Where as vane compressors being a positive displacement type they 

are able guide and feed the air which is already trapped between the 

adjacent vanes resulting in a lower level of dynamic action and which 

will in turn result in a good amount of saving in the input power.  

17. As for as the number of stages are concerned rotodynamic 

compressors not being a positive displacement type require more 

number of stages than a rotary vane compressor to get a particular 

pressure ratio at a particular flow rate.  

18. So more number of stages means more number of blades, longer 

casing, more material, more weight, higher frictional losses due to 

increased rotating masses and hence higher overall losses in the 

existing engines.   

19. The efficiency is a ratio of actual work done by ideal work and 

this can be increased not only by increasing the volumetric efficiency 

but also by redesigning the vanes to have longer length without 

sacrificing their strength and yet with reduced mass of the vane by 

using a better design like hollow honey comb structure and also by 

using better material having higher strength we can have the vanes 

completely redesigned and modified. 
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20. Having reduced the mass of the vanes we can now correspondingly 

increase the rotational speed and the internal casing diameter of the 

compressor as a whole. That is without any increase in the centrifugal 

effect at the vane tip we can increase the out put pressure as well as 

by increasing the width of the rotor the discharge per stage can also 

be increased.   

21. With vane compressors we can aim for higher pressure ratios per 

stage by going for any one of (a) Spring actuated or (b) Cam operated 

or (c) Pressure assisted vane movement arrester system to keep the 

tip of the vane always pressed against the inner surface of the casing 

to get more effective sealing of the compressed air.   

22. That is with the application of any one of these three mechanisms 

higher pressure ratio at lower operating speeds can be achieved. 

Let us note that these types of mechanisms are already in use with 

existing commercially available vane motors and it can be adapted 

for vane compressors.  

23. For higher operating speeds of vane compressor we get higher 

centrifugal effect realized in each vane tip. Due to this effect the vane 

tip will get pressed against the inner surface of the casing and this 

pressing itself may be sufficient to seal the compressed air in each 

compartment.  

24. One can have the required mass flow rate of air at the required 

pressure ratio by operating these compressors at appropriate speeds.  

25. However the main drawback of existing vane compressors and vane 

motors is that at higher speeds the sliding contact of the vanes with 

its casing will be generating good amount of heat and a steep raise in 

temperature. This higher temperature cannot be with stood by any 

material of the currently used vane and hence will result in lot of 
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wear of the tip of the vane and beyond a certain speed the vanes may 

even get fused and get welded with the casing.  

26. This is a serious and major negative aspect with vane compressors 

and it can be reduced drastically with a new proposed idea: the 

problem of higher sliding velocity of the vanes with their casing can 

be reduced by having rolling elements at the tips of the vanes and 

along the sides of the vanes which leads to a rolling contact with the 

casing. 

27. Since rolling friction is always less than sliding friction this type of 

rolling contact can allow higher speed of the vane compressor.  

Rolling friction is less by 500% to 800 % than sliding friction.  

28. Further we can have these rollers made out of either high speed steel 

or tungsten carbide and the compressor inner surface can be made 

by what is known as hard facing. By doing this we can have a longer 

working life for the compressor with higher operating speed with 

higher temperature withstanding capacity.  

29. To have a pressure ratio of 1: 40 the regular rotodynamic air craft 

engine compressors require about sixteen stages. With isentropic 

stage efficiency of 95% for sixteen stages we end up with an overall 

compression efficiency of 41.8% and with the combustion efficiency 

of 98% and turbine efficiency of 95% and nozzle efficiency of 

another 95% we get the overall efficiency of existing air craft engine 

equal to 37%.  

30. This overall efficiency of 37% can be increased by another 10 % by 

going for rotary vane compressor based engine. The low specific 

speed low discharge rotary vane compressors and vane motors can be 

made into higher specific speed higher discharge machines with 

higher power to weight ratio built in with them.   
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3.1 CONCLUSION 

1. This promising conceptual engine design if effectively understood and 

applied is expected to give out engines with higher overall efficiency.  

2. These engines so produced can be used as a power source for 

automobiles, air crafts, ships and in power stations to produce 

electricity by burning more effectively all types of liquid and gaseous 

fuels.  

3. The cost of the power per kilowatt so produced by these engines will be 

lower than that of those produced by the conventional engines. 

4.  When compared to (a) conventional rotodynamic engines namely the 

Turbofans, Turbo jets and Turbo propellers and (b) the conventional 

reciprocating engines, the proposed engines can be expected to have at 

least ten percent higher overall efficiency due to the reduction of 

dynamic action with respect to the first case and due to the reduction of 

reciprocating and rotating masses and due to the continuous supply of 

high pressure air with regard to the second case respectively.  
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